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Specifications

DIMENSIONS: 44 in (189 mm) x 7.09 in (180 mm) x 3.11 in (79 mm)
WEIGHT:47 oz. (240 g) (including cable)
HEADPHONE
DRIVER:6 in (40 mm)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20Hz – 20KHz
IMPEDANCE: 36 Ohms
SENSITIVITY:5 dB SPL/mW
MICROPHONE (BOOM)
MICROPHONE PICKUP PATTERN: Cardioid (Unidirectional)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 100Hz – 10 KHz

Introduction

With the Logitech G335 Wired Gaming Headset, elevate your gaming. The suspension headband design of these
lightweight gaming headphones helps to evenly distribute weight and reduce pressure points. The reversible and
adjustable elastic headband allows for a personalized fit and appearance. You can play without pausing thanks to the
comfortable sports mesh and soft memory foam ear cups. The G335 is simple to set up. Simply connect your game
to your PC, laptop, gaming console or controller, or mobile device using the 3.5 mm audio connector. A flexible
gaming buddy is the G335 gaming headset with a mic To meet all of your gaming needs, simply adjust the
microphone or volume. A lighter, more compact version of the acclaimed G733 wireless gaming headset is the
vibrant G335. Even better, the G335 is Discord Certified and comes in a variety of colors to suit your personal flair.
These headphones are lightweight and comfortable. The headband and the ear cups are lined with soft memory
foam. It is simple to use and comes with a volume controller as well. It also features a mic. The mic is retractable and
can be rotated to different angles. It comes in a variety of colors.

What’s in the Box?

Logitech G335 headphones x 1
User manual x 1

How to connect the Logitech G335 Headphones to your device?



The headphones are simple to use. They feature a non-detachable cord, which on its other end has a 3.5mm audio
jack. This jack can be simply plugged in the audio port of your device. If your device doesn’t have a 3.5mm audio
port, you should use an adapter.

How to control the volume of the Logitech G335 Headphones?

The headphones have a volume slider which can be used to control the volume.

Frequently Asked Questions

How long is the aux cord?

The length of the aux cord of these headphones is about 180 cm.

Does the G335 headset have RGB?

Yes, the G335 headsets come with RGB lighting.

Could this be used as a Desk phone headset (with a 2.5 mm audio adapter)?

No, they aren’t compatible with desk phones.

Can the cord be detached and replaced?

No, the cord can be detached, these headphones are completely wired plug-and-play devices.

Are Logitech headphones worth it?

Gaming headsets from Logitech are incredibly comfy, adjustable, and typically have effective microphones. They
provide a good variety of wired and wireless options, as well as affordable and more expensive headphones.

Is Logitech G335 wireless?

No, these are wired-only headphones and thus can’t be used for wireless gaming. The Logitech G335 is a decent
choice for wired gaming. The well-padded ear cups and elastic headband make them comfortable enough to use for
lengthy gaming sessions.

Does Logitech G335 have 7.1 surround sound?

Aside from its appearance, the G335 is a simple, basic headset. The more expensive Logitech G733’s RGB lighting
and wireless capabilities are no longer present. Virtual surround sound is not included, nor are there any other
sound-improving features.

Does Logitech G335 have drivers?

The G335’s 40 mm neodymium drivers produce clean, sharp sound that brings your game to life.

How long does a Logitech headset last?

The Logitech headphones are expected to last for at least 2 years.

Does Logitech G335 work with PS5?

The G335 has a 3.5mm audio connector that provides compatibility with a wide range of devices, including PS5 and
Xbox Series X console controllers, PCs, tablets, laptops, and other devices.

Is Logitech a good brand?

One of the top makers of peripherals is Logitech. They offer a wide range of products, including gaming and work
mice.

Do these headphones charge?

No, the Logitech G335 headphones are wired and thus are powered by the device they are connected to. They don’t
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have any internal batteries so they don’t require to be charged.

Is Logitech a Chinese company?

No, Logitech isn’t a Chinese company, it is a Swiss public company on the SWX Swiss Exchange.

Does the Logitech G335 work on Xbox?

Its name is “G335,” and it works with mobile, PC, Xbox, PlayStation, Nintendo Switch, and other platforms. The
Logitech G335 gaming headset is among the lightest ones on the market, weighing only 240 grams.

Does this headset have mic monitoring?

No, it doesn’t have mic monitoring. It is not compatible with G hub and doesn’t have the Sidetone feature.

Does the G535 headset work with Nintendo switch?

No, it doesn’t work with the Nintendo Switch.

Is it sound-blocking?

The G335’s 40 mm neodymium drivers produce a clean, sharp sound that brings your game to life. It is Discord
Certified to provide incredibly clear speech and sound quality throughout the communication.

Does sound in headphones also mute when the mic is flipped up?

No, when the mic is turned to the mute position, the audio in the headphones will not become muted.

Is this compatible with the Xbox series x/s or just the Xbox one?

They are compatible with PC, Xbox, PlayStation, Nintendo Switch and mobile devices with 3.5 mm audio jack.

Are they noise-cancelling?

They aren’t completely noise canceling, however, the large ear muffs provide acceptable noise blockage.
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